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Abstract

Preventing the accretion of droplets on surfaces is vital and slippery liquid‐infused

porous surfaces (SLIPS) have promising application prospects, such as surface self‐

cleaning and droplet transportation. In this work, controllable self‐transport of

bouncing droplets on ultraslippery surfaces with wedge‐shaped grooves is reported.

The impact behaviors of droplets on SLIPS under various impact velocities and

diameters are explored, which can be classified as hover, total bounce, partial bounce,

Worthington jet, and crush. SLIPS with wedge‐shaped grooves were designed to

transport accreted droplets. An energy and transport model is established to explain

the impact and self‐transport mechanism, where the Laplace pressure and moving

resistance between droplets play a key role. Finally, SLIPS with branched wedge‐

shaped grooves were designed for droplet self‐transport and demonstrated

advantages. This work provides a general reference for spontaneous motion control

of sessile droplets, droplets with initial impacting velocity, or even liquid films.

INTRODUCTION

The separation of droplets after impacting solid surfaces is crucial for

certain applications, such as energy harvesting,1 heat transfer,2 surface

self‐cleaning,3 and so on.4 To achieve the solid–liquid separation, different

strategies including surface superhydrophobic treatment,5 pneumatic

programmable surface,6 preimpregnated oil films,7 and external physical

fields8 of vibration9 have been proposed. Although letting droplets

bounce off surfaces is very intuitive, they would still fall back to surfaces.

Under those conditions, how to design surfaces to promote the

spontaneous movement of accreted droplets is of great significance for

droplet‐based electricity generators,10 thermal management,11 and drug

transportation.12 SLIPS offer a possibility to achieve this goal.

The design inspiration for slippery liquid‐infused porous surfaces

(SLIPS) was from the micro–nano structures and lubricating mucous

membranes in a Nepenthes pitcher.13 The bionics concept of SLIPS

was first introduced in 2011;14 they have outstanding properties of

low surface tension15 and low sliding angle,16 on which droplets can

slide freely. Moreover, the lubricant inside SLIPS provides excellent

self‐healing capacility.17 Thus, SLIPS have attracted considerable

attention in applications of anti‐icing,18 self‐cleaning,19 water

collection,20 and so on.21 Appropriate design of the topography of

SLIPS allows one to direct the movement of droplets for achieving

solid–liquid separation and improving surface cleaning efficiency,22

of which the wedge‐shaped groove is a typical example.23–25

Guan et al.26 reported the bidirectional motion of droplets within a

wedge‐shaped propelled droplet transport and provided a theoretical

explanation. Wang et al.27 identified the factors affecting the

distance of transport and provided guidelines for wedge‐shaped

design for optimized spontaneous liquid transport. It is confirmed
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that wedge angle and groove depth are two important indicators of

wedge‐shaped structures.28 Similar to superhydrophobic surfaces,

water droplets also show behaviors such as deposition, total bounce,

and splashing on impact on SLIPS.29,30 A basic question that arises if

one wants to use SLIPS for surface cleaning is as follows: is there a

possibility to control the self‐transport behavior of droplets on SLIPS

with wedge‐shaped structures?

Hence, in this work, controllable self‐transport of bouncing

droplets on ultraslippery surfaces with wedge‐shaped grooves was

investigated. The impact behaviors of droplets on SLIPS were

explored. SLIPS with wedge‐shaped grooves under different condi-

tions were designed to illustrate the influence of wedge angle and

groove depth. Energy and self‐transport models were established, and

SLIPS with branched wedge‐shaped grooves were designed for droplet

self‐transport and demonstrated advantages. This work provides a

general reference for spontaneous motion control of sessile droplets,

droplets with initial impacting velocity, or even liquid films.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the brief fabrication progress of SLIPS: copper sheets

were scanned by a UV‐laser marking machine to fabricate nanos-

tructures to improve the adhesion between lubricants and surfaces,

and wedge‐shaped grooves were produced according to specific

requirements. After that, samples were subjected to chemical

modification to lower the surface tension and it can be seen from

the scanning electron microscope (SEM) that the surface had formed

a grid‐like microarray, while spherical cluster structures and nano

grass‐like structures were formed on surfaces, which contribute to

the superhydrophobic property, and the contact angle θca of the

water droplet (5 μL) was ~166°. By dripping silicone oil uniformly,

SLIPS similar to the Nepenthes pitcher can be obtained after draining

away excess silicone oil. The contact angle of the water droplet on

SLIPS was ~111°, and the sliding, advancing, and receding angles

were 2, 108, and 93°, respectively. SLIPS without grooves and with

grooves were used for droplet impact and transport experiments,

respectively.

Figure 2a shows the impact behaviors of water droplets on SLIPS

with impact velocity U = 0.4–2.5 m/s and diameter D = 2.3 mm. It can

be seen that there is hover, Worthington jet, crush, partial bounce,

and total bounce. Although there is a phenomenon of solid–liquid

separation, droplets eventually deposited on the surface in all cases.

To describe the impact conditions, dimensionless capillary (Ca = μU/γ,

where γ and μ are the surface tension and viscosity, respectively) and

Bond (Bo = ρgR0
2/γ, where ρ, R0, and g are the density, the initial

radius of the droplet, and gravitational acceleration, respectively)

numbers were introduced. Figure 2b shows the relationship between

Bo, Ca, and impact behaviors when droplets impact SLIPS, where the

influence parameters of Ca and Bo are U (0.52–0.63m/s) and R0

(1.15–1.6 mm), respectively. Droplets undergo a process of hover,

total, and partial bouncing with increasing impact velocity, and the

corresponding regions are identified by blue, red, and orange colors,

respectively. With increasing diameter, different behavior regions

could be obtained. Both total bounce ranges (the red area) and the

required Ca for it are negatively correlated with Bo.

Inspired by the conical structures of the thorn of cactus, where

droplets can transport spontaneously from top to bottom, a wedge‐

shaped groove with wedge angle θa and groove depth hwas constructed,

as shown in Figure 3a. Figure 3b shows the impact dynamics (side view)

of the first step and the subsequent spontaneous transport progress

(overhead view) of the droplet with U=0 and D=2.7mm on SLIPS

(θa = 10° and h=0.4mm; detailed progress can be seen in the Supporting

Information: Movies S1 and S2). After spreading and retraction processes,

the droplet starts moving in the wedge‐shaped groove under the effect of

Laplace pressure ΔP, which can be expressed as31,32







P γ

R R
Δ = 2

1
−

1
,water

b f

(1)

where γwater, Rb, and Rf represent the surface tension, and the radius of

curvature at the back and front of the droplet, respectively. It was

reported that the self‐driving force is equated to the Laplace pressure.15

F IGURE 1 Fabrication progress of slippery liquid‐infused porous surfaces and the characteristics of water droplets.
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To describe the transport behavior shown in Figure 3b, the evolution of

transport distance ΔL and transport velocity V as time elapsed was

measured. It can be seen from Figure 3c that V has two peaks and the

distance increases significantly between 0.75 and 1.5 s. As mentioned in

the introduction, θa and h are the two key parameters for wedge‐shaped

grooves; thus, parameter optimization was carried out to enhance the

droplet spontaneous transport performance.

According to the impacting behaviors shown in Figure 2b, the

range of U in experiments was increased from 0 to 0.72m/s. The

influence of D and U on droplet transport with h = 0.4mm and θa = 10°

is shown in Figure 4a. It can be observed that the final transport

distance is positively correlated with time, and ΔL decreases first and

then increases under different D and U. To assess the effect of wedge

angle and groove depth on droplet transport, ΔL and the average

transport velocity Vave of the whole transport progress were

combined, and an evaluation indicator P was introduced, which can

be expressed as

P
L

L

V

V
=

Δ

Δ
+ ,

Ca Bo

Ca Bo

Ca Bo

Ca Bo

( , )

max( , )

ave( , )

avemax( , )
(2)

where ΔL(Ca,Bo) and Vave(Ca,Bo) are the transport distance and the

average transport velocity when the droplet impacts the groove

F IGURE 2 Basic impact dynamics. (a) Five impact behaviors of droplets on slippery liquid‐infused porous surfaces (SLIPS). (b) Relationship
between Ca, Bo, and impact behaviors of droplets on SLIPS.

F IGURE 3 Design of wedge‐shaped grooves and droplet behaviors. (a) Schematic of the motion configuration of the thorn of cactus and
schematic of wedge‐shaped grooves on slippery liquid‐infused porous surfaces, and parameter definition. (b) Impact dynamics and spontaneous
transport. (c) Evolution of ΔL and V as time elapsed.
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(θa = 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10°), with Ca = 0, 7 × 10−3 or 1 × 10−2, and Bo = 0.18,

0.25, 0.3, or 0.34, respectively, while ΔLmax(Ca,Bo) and Vavemax(Ca,Bo) are

the max transport distance and the average transport velocity when

θa = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10°, with the same Ca and Bo, respectively. It can

be observed from Figure 4b1–b3 that θa = 10° shows a better

performance on P than θa = 2, 4, 6, and 8°. Hence, θa = 10° was

selected, and Figure 4c1–c3 shows that the combination of θa = 10°

and h = 1mm is the best in most cases.

Once the influence of different θa and h on droplet transport

efficiency has been determined, the most suitable parameters can be

selected based on Ca and Bo. With Ca = 5.5 × 10−3–1.1 × 10−1 and

Bo = 0.18–0.34, Figure 5a shows the strategy of efficient droplet

separation from SLIPS at different Ca and Bo; the red area represents

complete droplet bouncing, while the blue area represents use of

wedge‐shaped grooves with different parameter combinations

and different legends represent specific parameters. The total bounce

area is negatively correlated with Bo, which suggests that larger D is

not conducive to complete droplet bouncing. As droplets with larger

Bo under the same h and θa are subjected to greater viscous

resistance to movement, they need larger θa for transport. Figure 5b

shows the morphology and energy change process of the droplet

when Ca = 7 × 10−3 and Bo = 0.18. Because of the existence of

adhesion between the liquid film and the droplet,33 the initial kinetic

energy Ek and gravitational potential energy Eg would be used to

overcome the resistance and thus dissipate in the form of viscous

dissipation Wv and interfacial friction Wf, but most of them are

converted into the surface energy Es while turning back when the

droplet starts to retract.34 Figure 5c1 shows the spontaneous transport

of the droplet in the wedge‐shaped groove, where it shows progress

from unfolding to stationary when Ca = 1 × 10−2 and Bo = 0.18.

It can be seen from Figure 5c2 that at the beginning of transport, the

symmetrical shape can be maintained and the difference between the

left and right liquid–gas surface tension, that is, γLG and γ′LG, is small

due to the small volume of the droplet in the groove, where the driving

force FL, which is approximately equal to ΔP, overcomes the moving

resistance Fre, which is known as the Furmidge equation35

F γ W θ θ= (cos − cos ),re wo dp R A (3)

where γwo is the surface tension of the interface between water and

silicone oil, Wdp is the interfacial width of the droplet perpendicular

to the moving direction, and θR and θA represent receding and

advancing contact angles, respectively.36 Due to the different widths

of the front and back grooves, the front of the droplet is subjected to

a greater driving force that undergoes asymmetric deformation as

shown in Figure 5c1 (the continuous process can be seen in the

Supporting Information: Movie S3). As the driving force and the

viscous drag between water and oil balance each other, the droplet

stops moving and once again regains its symmetrical shape. As time

elapses, the sinking leads to lateral elongation of the droplet, where

the capillary flow generated by the increase of the difference

between γLG and γ′LG weakens FL.
24 At last, Fre is equal to FL and the

droplet stops moving since Wdp continuously increases as the droplet

moves forward, at the same time γLG and γ′LG become equal again.

F IGURE 4 Influence of h and θa on droplets' spontaneous transport. (a) Transport dynamics of droplets. (b1–b3) Relationship between P and
Bo with h = 0.4 mm and different Ca and θa. (c1–c3) Relationship between P and Bo with θa = 10° and different Ca and h.
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Note that the left and right solid–liquid surface tension (γSL and γ′SL)

and solid–gas surface tension (γSG and γ′SG) are equal at all times

during the movement of the droplet. Therefore, the larger the depth,

the faster the droplet will sink, thus promoting its movement.

Figure 5d shows the influence of θa on FL when Ca = 0 and Bo = 0.18.

It can be seen that the radius of the back part (Rb1 and Rb2) is similar,

but the radius of the front part (Rf1 and Rf2) increases as θa increases

from 8° to 10°, so it can be stated that increasing θa helps to boost

the driving force (FL1 < FL2), thus promoting droplet movement.37

Based on the best parameter combination discussed above,

θa = 10° and h = 1 mm were chosen to show the surface cleaning

superiority of SLIPS with wedge‐shaped grooves. As branched

structures can aggregate droplets rapidly,23,38 functional SLIPS with

primary and secondary branching wedge‐shaped grooves for

surface cleaning and droplet collection were created, where

droplets of 1 mL were placed on secondary branches. It can be

seen from Figure 6a that droplets successfully converge from the

branches to the main road when droplets impact under a condition

that is suitable for using θa = 10° and h = 1mm in Figure 5a. As

droplets impact the SLIPS, droplets would always be deposited on the

SLIPS, and after fusing, the bigger droplets just remain stable if there

are no wedge‐shaped grooves, as shown in Figure 6b1 (Supporting

Information: Movie S4). However, it can be seen from Figure 6b2 that

droplets show a powerful transport ability on impacting SLIPS with

wedge‐shaped grooves, and as droplets continue to accumulate

toward the central hole, large droplets will fuse and flow into the

container (Supporting Information: Movie S5). After that, the residual

volume is very small and there are residues in the groove, accumulating

again with subsequent droplets. The process of continuous droplet

impact and collection is succinctly illustrated in Figure 6c and the self‐

transport behavior of the droplets can be clearly observed in the

Supporting Information: Movie S6. Although θa and h have been

discussed sufficiently, parameters that also influence transport like

impact position and liquid viscosity still need to be investigated in the

future.

CONCLUSION

In summary, controllable self‐transport of bouncing droplets on

ultraslippery surfaces with wedge‐shaped grooves was achieved in

this work. It was found that hover, partial bounce, total bounce,

F IGURE 5 Optimal strategy and bouncing as well as transport mechanisms. (a) Strategy of efficient droplet separation from slippery liquid‐
infused porous surfaces. (b) Changing progress of the energy when the droplet impacts and bounces. (c1, c2) Schematic diagrams of the
spontaneous transport mechanism. (d) Influence of θa on FL.
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Worthington jet, and crush exist in sequence when droplets impact the

SLIPS as the impact velocity increases. The influence of the wedge

angle and groove depth on the design of wedge‐shaped grooves was

explored. The evolution of energy when droplets impact was clarified

and a transport model was established to explain the mechanism. The

branched structure with wedge‐shaped grooves was chosen as an

example of droplet self‐transport, which shows an excellent effect. This

work provides sufficient experimental and theoretical insights for

spontaneous droplet motion control and improving the efficiency of

surface cleaning.

METHODS

The substrate of all surfaces was copper, and the lubricant was silicone oil

with viscosity μoil = 0.01 Pa s, surface tension γoil = 0.021N/m, and

density ρoil = 963 kg/m
3. The solution used for the chemical modification

was a homogeneous mixture of 99wt% anhydrous ethanol with a

purity of 95% and 1wt% 1H,1H,2H,2H‐Perfluorodecyltrimethoxysilane

(C13H13F17O3Si). Deionized water with viscosity μwater = 0.001Pa s,

surface tension γwater = 0.072N/m, and density ρwater = 1000 kg/m3 was

used as the working fluid. Copper sheets were purchased from Suzhou

Metal Material Manufacturer and all fluids were purchased from Aladdin.

The entire surface of a smooth copper sheet with dimensions of

40 × 40 × 2mm was scanned once using a UV‐laser marking machine

(KY‐M‐UV3L; Wuhan Keyi) at a speed of 1000mm/s, power of 2W,

and a pulse frequency of 40 kHz to form micro–nano structures. After

that, the sheet was immersed in a mixture solution of anhydrous ethanol

and 1H,1H,2H,2H‐Perfluorodecyltrimethoxysilane for 120min to

decreased the surface energy, and the superhydrophobic surface could

be obtained after drying for 40min at 100°C. With 30μL of silicone oil

dripped uniformly, SLIPS was obtained after tilting at 90° for 2 h to drain

away excess silicone oil to avoid affecting the behavior of droplets.

Based on the weighing method, the weight of residual oil was about

0.036 g and the experimental area on the copper sheet was

40 × 40mm2, so the calculated residual oil film thickness was about

0.024mm, which had a significant difference in magnitude compared to

the diameter of water droplets (the scale is 1mm). Therefore, the

thickness of the oil film can be ignored, but it can still affect the impact

behavior of droplets.

F IGURE 6 Design and application of slippery liquid‐infused porous surfaces (SLIPS) for droplet transport. (a) Schematic diagram of SLIPS
with branched grooves. (b1, b2) Comparison of the progress of droplet transport on SLIPS with wedge‐shaped grooves and that on SLIPS with
and without wedge‐shaped grooves. (c) Progress of droplet impact and collection.
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To fabricate wedge‐shaped grooves on SLIPS, groove length

L=30mm, groove depth h=0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1mm, and wedge

angle θa = 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10° were chosen as parameters first. A layer of

micro–nano structures was first machined on the surface of the copper

specimen by UV‐laser, and then wedge‐shaped grooves were designed in

the appropriate area. This ensured that all surfaces with droplet contact

after the chemical modification and wetting operation were SLIPS.

The test environment was 25°C and the standard atmospheric

pressure. The initial diameter D0 = 2.3, 2.7, 3, and 3.2 mm and impact

velocity U of droplets were controlled by the diameter of the syringe

needle and its initial height (converting from Newton's first law and

the required impact velocity), respectively. The syringe was plunged

slowly so that droplets fell freely without initial velocity. The impact

position was 5mm far from the vertex of the groove. The whole

impact process was recorded using a high‐speed camera (i‐SPEED

726R; iX Cameras) and analyzed using image processing software.
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